1. Employee/Unit Issues
   a. SNRE Director search update-All

2. Budget, finance, business
   a. RCM changes timeline, future, discussion-All
   b. Cash in ALVSCE units- Janis and Jeffrey, 15 min

3. Mission areas
   a. Message from provost about contradictory messages from ADs and Deans-Shane 10 min
   b. Small no. of graduate degrees-Shane and Mike 10 min
   c. Update on Gen Ed rebuild-Mike 5 min
   d. Greg Heileman Pathways analysis and time to degree efficiency-Shane and Mike 10 min
   e. Greg Heileman B. labor stats data by degree-Shane and Mike 10 min
   f. Anything from Research? Parker 10 min
   g. 4H update-Jeff 10 min
   h. CES update-Jeff X min

4. Capital assets
   a. Update on WCAC-Shane 5 min

5. Other Business
   a. Ag100 meeting-Shane 5 min
   b. VDL visit-Shane 5 min